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1. Introduction
In the recent years there was a significant progress in the understanding of the
unstable configurations in superstring theories. This work has been pioneered with
the seminar papers by A. Sen [1]. It was argued in [2, 3] that all D-branes can arise
as solitonic solutions in the world-volume theory of the unstable configurations of
D-branes. (For review of the relation between K-theory and D-branes, see [4], for
recent discussion, see [5, 6, 7].)
Evidence for this proposal was given from the analysis of CFT description of
this system [1], for review of this approach, see [8, 9]. It was also shown on many
examples that string field theory approach to this problem is very effective one which
allows to calculate tachyon potential [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25, 26]. Recently this problem was also studied from the point of view of the
Witten’s background independent open string field theory [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34,
35]. Success of string field theory in the analysis of tachyon condensation indicates
that string field theory could play more fundamental role in the nonperturbative
formulation of string theory.
The second approach to the problem of tachyon condensation is based on the
noncommutative geometry [36]. This analysis has been inspired with the seminal
paper [37]. Application of this approach to the problem of the tachyon condensation
was pioneered in [38, 39]. This research was then developed in other papers [41, 42,
43, 6, 44, 45].
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In this paper we would like to discuss the problem of the tachyon condensation
from slightly different point of view. We would like to show that nontrivial tachyon
condensation is also possible in the action for N non-BPS D0-branes, which results
in the emergence of higher dimensional BPS and non-BPS D-branes in the process
similar to the emergence of higher dimensional branes in Matrix theory [46, 47]
(For review, see [48, 49, 50, 51].). However, there is an important difference. In
matrix theory we work with the exact form of the action and with the maximal
supersymmetric theory which allows to obtain exact result. On the other hand, we
do not know exactly the form of a non-BPS D-brane action which can be guessed
only on some general grounds. Possible form of this action was proposed in seminal
paper [52], other attempts to define this action appeared in [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58].
We also study system with maximally broken supersymmetry so that the analysis
is much more difficult. However, we still believe that our approach is useful since
it presents an evidence of the emergence of higher dimensional D-branes from lower
dimensional ones thanks to the tachyon condensation. As we will see the resulting
configurations carry the correct RR charges which allows us to expect that these
solutions are well defined.
We start in the section (2) with discussion of the bosonic form of the action
for N non-BPS D9-branes. Then we use T-duality transformation, following [56], in
order to obtain an action for N non-BPS D0-branes.
In section (3) we will discuss possible applications of this action. Since we do
not know the exact form of this action, we restrict ourselves only to the linear ap-
proximation. We also show that the whole action (without restriction to the linear
approximation) contains the solution corresponding to collection of non-BPS D0-
branes. We also show that this action has a solution corresponding to the tensionless
D0-branes, discussed recently in the case of noncommutative field theories [38, 39].
In sections (4) and (5) we will show that from the collection of N non-BPS D-
branes we can obtain all BPS and non-BPS D-branes in the limit N → ∞ when
we can replace infinite dimensional matrices with operators acting on some abstract
Hilbert space. We will proceed in the same way as in the study of tachyon conden-
sation in noncommutative theories [38, 39, 42] and we will show that these D-branes
carry nonzero RR-charge thanks to the existence of generalised Wess-Zumino term
[59].
In the next section we start with the action for non-BPS D0-branes, which can be
obtained from the action for non-BPS D9-branes through T-duality transformation.
2. Non-BPS D-brane action
In this section we will discuss the possible form of the action for N non-BPS D-
branes, following the seminal paper [52]. Similar discussions were presented in [53,
54, 55, 56, 57].
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We start with the most general form 1 of the action for N non-BPS D9-branes
in the form
S = −C9
gs
∫
d10xStr
(√
− det(Eµν + λFµν)
[
∞∑
n=1
fn(T
2)(λEµνDµTDνT )
n + V (T )
])
,
(2.1)
where
λ = 2piα′, Cp =
√
2Tp, Tp =
2pi
(4pi2α′)(p+1)/2
(2.2)
and
Eµν = Gµν+Bµν , DµT = ∂µT+i[Aµ, T ], Fµν = ∂µAν−∂νAµ+i[Aµ, Aν ], µ, ν = 0, . . . , 9 .
(2.3)
The gauge field Aµ belongs to the adjoint representation of the gauge group U(N).
Finally, V (T ) is the potential for the tachyon. We do not know much about functions
fn(T
2) with exception that should be even functions of its argument [52]. There is
also one intriguing conjecture [56, 57] which says that these functions could be equal
to the tachyon potential and consequently should be equal to zero for T 2 = T 2min,
where Tmin is a tachyon value at the local minimum. In this paper we will suppose
that these functions do not need directly equal to V (T ) but we will assume that they
are zero for T = Tmin and also that they obey
dfn(T )
dT
= 0 for T = Tmin. In other
words, we expect these functions in the form
fn(T
2) =
∑
m=1
bnm(T
2 − T 2min)m . (2.4)
Then the kinetic term has a form
∑
n=1
∑
m=1
bnm(T
2 − T 2min)m(λEµνDµTDνT )n . (2.5)
In (2.1) the Str means the symmetrised trace [60] Str(A1, . . . , An) =
1
n!
(TrA1 . . . An+
permutations). In this trace we consider the field strength F and covariant derivative
DT as a single object as well as (T 2−T 2min), otherwise we could not obtain the result
that the action is equal to zero for T = Tmin. The prescription for including the
symmetrised trace was suggested in [60]. The evidence for this proposal was further
given in [61, 62]. We must also stress one important thing. It seams to us that
the tachyon potential should appear as a single object in the action (as for example
a covariant derivative) in order to obtain from the action the correct value of the
tachyon ground state and also in order to obey the requirement that for the tachyon
equal to its vacuum value the action should vanish. When we used the potential
1We mean the most general form up to the first derivatives. Of course, there could be infinite
number of higher derivatives. In the case when commutators are small the action with the first
derivatives is the appropriate one.
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as a matrix valued function, than the symmetrised trace would lead to the different
arrangements of the various terms from the tachyon potential and we do not know
how we could get a sensible result.
In order to obtain the action for lower dimensional D-brane, we use T-duality
in the same manner as in [56, 59]. Let us consider T-duality on a set of directions
denoted with i, j = p+ 1, . . . , 9. The fields transform as [63]
E˜ab = Eab −EaiEijEjb, E˜aj = EakEkj, E˜ij = Eij , (2.6)
where a, b = 0, 1, . . . , p and Eij denotes the inverse of Eij , i.e., EikE
kj = δji . One
also has a dilation transformation
e2φ˜ = e2φ det(Eij) . (2.7)
Now T-duality acts to change the dimension of D-brane world-volume. We have two
possibilities: If a coordinates transverse to Dp-brane, e.g. y = xp+1 is T-dualised, it
becomes D(p+1)-brane where y is now extra world-volume dimension. If a coordinate
on the world-volume of Dp-brane is T-dualised, e.g. y = xp, it becomes D(p-1)-brane
where y is now extra transverse dimension. In the first case, we have a rule for
transformation of the world-volume fields
Φp+1 ⇒ Ap+1 , (2.8)
and in the second case
Ay ⇒ Φy . (2.9)
In the second case, the corresponding field strength transforms as
Fay ⇒ DaΦy . (2.10)
In the T-duality transformation along the world-volume coordinate xp we presume
that all field are independent on this coordinate
∂pΨ = 0 . (2.11)
However, this rule does not imply that DxpΨ is equal to zero, rather we obtain
DpΨ⇒ i[Φp,Ψ] . (2.12)
Now we are ready to discuss the action for non-BPS Dp-brane. We obtain this action
from (2.1) applying T-duality transformations in p + 1, . . . , 9 dimensions, following
[56, 59]. We will discuss the term
D˜ = det(E˜µν + λFµν) . (2.13)
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With using (2.6) we get
D = det
(
Eab − EakEkjEjb + λFab EakEkj + λDaΦj
−EikEkb − λDbΦi Eij + iλ[Φi,Φj ]
)
. (2.14)
When we use the mathematical formula
det
(
A B
C D
)
= det
(
A−BD−1C B
0 D
)
= det(A− BD−1C) det(D) , (2.15)
we obtain [59]
D = det
(
P
[
Eab + Eai(X
ij − δij)Ejb
])
det(Qim) det(E
mj) , (2.16)
where we have defined
Qij = Eij + iλ[Φi,Φj] , P [Eab] = Eab + 2λEaiDbΦ
i + λ2EijDaΦ
iDbΦ
j , (2.17)
and
Xkl = Eki(Q)−1ij E
jl . (2.18)
We have also used
det(Qij) = det(QimEmkE
kj) = det(Qim) det(E
mj) . (2.19)
The analysis of F function in (2.1) is straightforward and we get
F = V (T )−
∞∑
n=1
fn(T )λ
n
(
(Eab −EaiEijEjb)DaTDbT+
+2iEakEkj[Φ
j , T ]DaT − Eij [Φi, T ][Φj, T ]
)n
.
With using (2.7) we obtain the action for non-BPS Dp-brane
S = −Cp
gs
∫
dp+1σStr
(√
− det(P [Eab + Eai(X ij − δij)Ejb]
√
detQijF (T,DT, . . .)
)
.
(2.20)
3. Applications
In this section we will discuss the various applications of the previous action. We
will work with the non-abelian action for N non-BPS D0-branes in Type IIB theory.
Thanks to gauge invariance, we can pose A0 = 0. Than the covariant derivative is
DtΦ = Φ˙. We will work in the flat space-time background
Eab = ηab, a, b = 0, E
ij = δij , i, j = 1, . . . , 9 . (3.1)
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Then we have
Qij = δij + iλ[Φi,Φj ] , (3.2)
P [Eab] = −1 + λ2(Φ˙i)2 , (3.3)
P [EaiX
ijEjb] = λ
2Φ˙kδkiX
ijδjlΦ˙
l , (3.4)
and finally
P [Eab + Eai(X
ij − δij)Ejb] = −1 + λ2(Φ˙i)2 + λ2Φ˙kδki(X ij − δij)δjlΦ˙l . (3.5)
We will work in the leading order in λ in which the previous expression reduces into
−1 + λ2(Φ˙i)2 (3.6)
and F (T, . . .) in the leading order approximation has a form
F = V (T ) + f(T )λT˙ T˙ + λf(T )δij[Φ
i, T ][Φj , T ] . (3.7)
Using these results we obtain the action for N non-BPS D0-branes in the leading
order approximation
S =
C0
gs
∫
dtStr
(
−V (T ) + λ
2
Φ˙iΦ˙jδij − λ
2
4
δklδmi[Φ
i,Φk][Φl,Φm]V (T ) +
+λf(T )T˙ T˙ + λf(T )δij[Φ
i, T ][Φj , T ]
)
.
(3.8)
In what follows we will consider static configurations only, when all fields are time
independent. Then the action is
S = −C0
gs
∫
dtV(T,Φ) ,
V(T,Φ) = Str
(
V (T ) +
λ2
4
[Φi,Φj ][Φj ,Φi]V (T )− λf(T )[Φi, T ][Φi, T ]
)
.
(3.9)
We will also consider the coupling of the non-BPS D-brane to the external RR field.
This term was calculated in [64] for single non-BPS D-brane and we have generalised
this term for N non-BPS D-branes in [54, 55]. Applying T-duality rules on these
terms give complicated expression which was discussed recently in [65]. However in
this paper we will discuss only the leading order term which for non-BPS D0-branes
has a form
µ−1
2Tmin
∫
dtStrP
[
eiλiΦiΦ
(
T˙ + i[iΦ, T ]
)∑
n
C(n)
]
, (3.10)
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where P is a pull-back to the world-volume of D0-brane and iΦ is the interior product
[66]. Acting on forms, the interior product is an anticommuting operator of form
degree −1, e. g.,
C(2) =
1
2
C(2)µν dx
µ ∧ dxν ,
ivC
(2) = vµC(2)µν dx
ν ,
iwiv = w
νvµC(2)µν = −iviwC(2) . (3.11)
We will see that this Wess-Zumino term (WZ) correctly reproduces the charges of
higher dimensional D-branes arising from tachyon condensation on the system of N
non-BPS D0-branes.
We start with simple examples of tachyon condensation which are the solutions
of the whole action as well. The first one is [41]
T = Tmin(1− Pk) = diag(0, . . . , 0k, Tmin, . . . , TN−kmin ), Φi = 0 , (3.12)
where Pk is a projector on the fist k states which has the form Pk = diag(1, . . . , 1
k).
It is easy to see that this is a solution of the equation of motion since all commutators
vanish (we do not need presume the condition fn(Tmin) = 0) and also it is easy to
see that dV
dT
= 0. The energy of this configuration is equal to
E =
C0
gs
StrV (T ) =
C0
gs
TrV (T ) =
C0
gs
k , (3.13)
where we have used V (0) = 1 [10]. This is the rest energy of k non-BPS D0-branes.
However, there is also one nontrivial solution corresponding to tensionless D0-branes
[41]
T = Tmin(1− 2Pk) = diag(−Tmin, . . . ,−T kmin, Tmin, . . . , TN−kmin ), Φi = 0 . (3.14)
As in the previous solution commutators are equal to zero and the variation of the
potential gives
δV (T )
δT
=
∞∑
n=1
nan2T (T
2 − T 2min)n−1 , (3.15)
since we can presume that the potential has a form V (T ) =
∑∞
n=1 an(T
2 − T 2min)n.
Then we can immediately see that (3.14) is a solution which is a extreme of the
potential since
T 2min(1− 2Pk)2 = T 2min . (3.16)
The energy of this configuration is equal to
E =
C0
gs
TrV (T ) = 0 , (3.17)
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since T 2 = T 2min1N×N . What is a physical meaning of this object? We think that this
object is equivalent to the tensionless D0-branes discovered recently in [38, 39] in the
framework of noncommutative theory. It was argued in [41] that these objects are
gauge equivalent to the vacuum. The same problem was discussed in [21]. We see
that we can obtain tensionless D0-brane in our approach. It would be very interesting
to study fluctuation around this solution. We hope to return to this puzzle in the
future.
4. D1-brane
In this section we will consider more general solution when V (T ) and f(T ) does not
commute with Φ. Then the equation of motion for Φi has a form
λ[T, [Φi, T ]f(T )] + λ[T, f(T )[Φi, T ]] +
+
λ2
2
[Φk, [Φi,Φk]V (T )] +
λ2
2
[Φk, V (T )[Φi,Φk]] = 0 ,
(4.1)
and the equation of motion for tachyon
dV (T )
dT
(
1− λ
2
4
[Φi,Φj][Φi,Φj ]
)
− λdf(T )
dT
[Φi, T ][Φi, T ]−
−λ
(
[[Φi, T ]f(T ),Φi] + [f(T )[Φi, T ],Φi]
)
= 0 .
(4.2)
We take an ansatz
T = F (xˆ1) =
∑
bnxˆ
n
1 , Φ
2 = k−1xˆ2, [xˆ1, xˆ2] = ik, Φ
i = 0, i = 1, 3, . . . , 9 , (4.3)
where F (x) approaches Tmin for x→ −∞ and −Tmin for x→∞. Then
[xˆ21, xˆ2] = 2ikxˆ1, [xˆ
3
1, xˆ2] = 3ikxˆ
2
1, . . . , [xˆ
n
1 , xˆ2] = nikxˆ
n−1
1 . (4.4)
Using this result we obtain
[T,Φ2] = k−1[
∑
n
bnxˆ
n
1 , xˆ2] = i
∑
n
bnxˆ
n−1
1 n = i
dT
dxˆ1
, (4.5)
and consequently
[T 2,Φ2] = 2iT
dT
dxˆ1
, [T 4,Φ2] = 4iT 3
dT
dxˆ1
, . . . , [T 2n,Φ2] = i2nT 2n−1
dT
dxˆ1
. (4.6)
With these results in hand we obtain
[[Φ2, T ]f(T ),Φ2] =
d
dxˆ1
(T ′f(T )) , [f(T )[Φ2, T ],Φ2] =
d
dxˆ1
(T ′f(T )) , (4.7)
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where T ′ = dT
dxˆ1
. Then the equation of motion for tachyon has a form
dV
dT
− λ df
dT
T ′2 − 2λfT ′′ = 0 . (4.8)
After multiplication with T ′ we get the result
V ′(T (xˆ1)) = (λfT
′2)′ → V (T ) = λf(T )T ′2 , (4.9)
where the integration constant has been set to zero. In the previous expression we
have used
(V (T (xˆ1)))
′ =
∑
an(T
2n)′ =
∑
an2nT
2n−1T ′ =
dV
dT
T ′ . (4.10)
The equation of motion for Φ2 is trivially satisfied since
[T, [Φ2, T ]f(T )] = −i[T, T ′V (T )] = 0 . (4.11)
An energy of this solution is
E =
C0
gs
StrV(T ) = 2C0
gs
TrV (T (xˆ1)) , (4.12)
where we have used (4.9). Since we do not known the exact form of the f(T ) function
we cannot determine the tachyon field so that we will work with (4.12) without exact
form of the tachyon field T = F (xˆ1). Note that in this solution we do not need to
presume that Tmin is extreme of f(T ) with f(Tmin) = 0. It seams that this solution
is more general one than the solution given in the section (3).
We must stress one important thing. We work in this section in the limitN →∞,
when we can replace the matrices with the abstract operators action on Hilbert space,
in the same way as in Matrix theory [46, 47, 48, 51]. Then xˆ1, xˆ2 are as the same
operators as operators of coordinate and impuls for one particle system in standard
quantum mechanics and we can easily calculate the trace in (4.12)
E =
C0
gs
Tr2V (T (xˆ1)) = 2
C0
gs
∫
dx2 〈x2|V (T (xˆ1)) |x2〉 =
=
2C0
gs
∫
dx2dx
′
1dx
′′
1 〈x2|x′1〉 V (T (x1)) 〈x′1|x′′1〉 〈x′′1|x2〉 =
= 2
C0
gs
∫
dx2dx1| 〈x2|x1〉 |2V (T (x1)) = 2C0
gs2pik
∫
dx1dx2V (T (x1)) ,
(4.13)
where we have used the standard normalisation
〈x1|x2〉 = 1√
2pik
eix1x2/k , (4.14)
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where |x1〉 , |x2〉 are eigenvectors of xˆ1 and xˆ2 with the normalisation condition
〈x1|x′1〉 = δ(x1− x′1), 〈x2|x′2〉 = δ(x2− x′2). In [14, 58] the energy of tachyon lump on
unstable non-BPS D-brane was calculated. It was shown that the tension of result-
ing lump (in linearised approximation) is given with the integral C0
∫
dxV (T (x)) ∼
T−1 = 2pi. We cannot write equality since we do not know the precise form of
T = F (x) and we do not know the exact form o tachyon potential. However we can
expect that this integral gives the result proportional to the tension of D(-1)-brane
and then we get
E ∼ 2pi
gs4pi2α′k˜gs
∫
dx2 =
T1
gsk˜
∫
dx2 , k˜ = kλ
−1 , (4.15)
which corresponds to the energy of D1-brane. The factor k˜ can be absorbed with
coordinate redefinition. We claim that the energy of this configuration corresponds
to the energy of D1-brane. This conclusion is also supported with the analysis of the
WZ term (3.10)
IWZ =
µ−1
2Tmin
∫
dtTri[Φ2, T ]C
(2)
2t =
µ−1
2Tmin
1
2pik
∫
dtdx1dx2
dT (x1)
dx1
C
(2)
2t =
=
µ−1
2Tmin
1
4pi2α′k˜
∫
dtdx1 (T (∞)− T (−∞))C(2)2t = µ1
∫
dtdx2C
(2)
t2 ,
(4.16)
where we have used T (∞) = −Tmin, T (∞) = Tmin, and have dropped the factor k˜.
This is precisely the coupling between D1-brane and RR two form. It is remarkable
that this exact result does not depend on the precise form of tachyon field. We
hope that this result gives strong evidence that (4.3) really leads to the emergence
of D1-brane. However, we must stress again that it seams to be hopeless to calculate
exactly the energy of resulting configuration without knowledge of exact BI action
for non-BPS D0-brane. On the other hand, recent results given in [44] suggest that
higher derivative terms could be gauge artefacts only and then it seams to be possible
to obtain exact solution.
4.1 Other BPS D-branes from non-BPS D0-branes
In this subsection we will see that we can obtain all BPS D-branes through tachyon
condensation in the same way as a D1-brane. Let us consider an ansatz
T = F (xˆ1),Φ
1 = k−1xˆ2, [xˆ1, xˆ2] = ik ,
Φ2i = k−1i pˆi, Φ
2i+1 = k−1i qˆi, [pˆi, qˆi] = iki, i = 1, . . . , p ,
Φi = 0, i = 2p+ 2, . . . , 9 .
(4.17)
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It is easy to see that this ansatz solves (4.1) and from (4.2) we obtain
V (T (xˆ1))(1 +
λ2
2
p∑
i=1
1
ki
) = λf(T (xˆ1))T
′2 . (4.18)
We choose the Hilbert space basis
|ψ〉 = |x1〉 ⊗ |p1〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |pp〉 , 〈ψ|ψ′〉 = δ(x1 − x′1)δ(p1 − p′1) . . . δ(pp − p′p) . (4.19)
Then the energy of given configuration is equal to
E =
C0
gs
2TrV (T (x1))(1+
λ2
2
p∑
i=1
1
k2i
) ∼ T2p+1
k˜
∏p
i=1 k˜i
(1+
1
2
p∑
i=1
1
k˜2i
)
∫
dx2dp1dq1 . . . dppdqp .
(4.20)
This is proportional to the energy of D(2p+1)-brane since this energy scales as V2p+1
which is a volume on which this D-brane is wrapped. We have also defined k˜i = λ
−1ki.
These factors can be dropped out from the action after redefinition dpidqi/k˜i →
dx2idx2i+1. Since we used the action in linear approximation, the commutators should
obey
λ2[Φi,Φk]2 ≪ 1⇒ λ
k
≪ 1 . (4.21)
In limit k →∞ we can neglect the second term in the bracket and after the second
redefinition x2 → x1 we obtain the result
E ∼ T2p+1
∫
dx1dx2 . . . dx2p+1 , (4.22)
which suggests that the resulting configuration is D(2p+1)-brane. This claim is also
supported with the analysis of the Wess-Zumino term which has a form
IWZ =
µ−1
2Tmin
∫
dtStr
(
eiλiΦiΦi[iΦ, T ]
∑
n
C(n)
)
=
µ−1
2Tmin
∫
dtStri[Φ1, T ]C
(2)
1t −
− µ−1
4Tmin
p∑
i=1
∫
dtStrλ[Φ2i,Φ2i+1][Φ1, T ]C
(4)
1,2i+1,2i,t −
− iµ−1
8Tmin
p∑
i=1,j 6=i
∫
dtStrλ2[Φ2i,Φ2i+1][Φ2j ,Φ2j+1][Φ1, T ]C
(6)
1,2j+1,2j,2i+1,2i,t +
. . .+
i(i)pλpµ−1
2Tmin
∫
dtStr[Φ2,Φ3] . . . [Φ2p,Φ2p+1][Φ1, T ]C
(2p+2)
1,2p+1,2p,...,3,2,t .
(4.23)
The first term in (4.23) corresponds to the coupling of D1-brane to two form C(2),
as we have seen in (4.16). We will see that this configuration is charged with respect
to C(2), C(2), . . . , C(2p) 2. The same thing also arises in the construction of higher
2Since the various commutators are pure numbers we can replace the symmetrised trace with
the ordinary one.
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dimensional objects in Matrix theory [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. The second term in
(4.23) gives
p∑
i=1
µ1
2piλk˜i
∫
dtdx1dpidqiC
(4)
t1,2i,2i+1 =
p∑
i=1
µ3
∫
dtdx1dx2idx2i+1C
(4)
t1,2i,2i+1 =
p∑
i=1
µ3
∫
Mi
C(4) ,
(4.24)
where Mi is a submanifold parameterised with t, x1, x2i, x2i+1. It is clear that the
previous term corresponds to p D3-branes wrapped submanifolds Mi. Again, their
interpretation is the same as in Matrix theory.
In the same way we can proceed with other terms. For example, let us consider
the third term in (4.23) with i = 1, j = 2. Then we obtain
−iµ−1λ
2
2Tmin
∫
dtStr[Φ2,Φ3][Φ4,Φ5][Φ1, T ]C
(6)
15432t = −
µ5
k˜21 k˜
2
2k˜
∫
dtdx2dp1dq1dp2dq2C15432t =
= µ5
∫
dtdx1dx2 . . . dx5Ct1...5 = µ6
∫
M12
C(6) ,
(4.25)
whereM12 is a six dimensional submanifold parameterised with coordinates t, x1, . . . , x5.
Finally, the last term in (4.23) gives
µ2p+1
∫
dtdx1dx2 . . . dx2pC
(2p+2)
t12...2p = µ2p+1
∫
C(2p+2) . (4.26)
We see that this configuration really corresponds to the BPS D(2p+1)-brane. The
fact that Φi in (4.17) do not commute suggests that the world-volume of resulting
configuration is noncommutative. It would be nice to study the fluctuation around
this static solution. We hope to return to this interesting question in the future.
In the next section we would like to show that the action for N non-BPS D0-
branes naturally leads to the non-commutative action for any higher dimensional
non-BPS D-brane, following [40].
5. Non-BPS D-branes from non-BPS D0-branes
We have seen in the (3) section that the action for N non-BPS D0-branes has a
trivial solution
T = Tmin1N×N ,Φ
i = 0 , i = 1, . . . , 9 , (5.1)
corresponding to the unstable vacuum with N non-BPS D0-branes. There is a ques-
tion whether we can construct other non-BPS D-branes. Let us answer this question,
following [40] and also earlier works [47, 67, 68, 69, 70].
We start with the action
S = −C0
gs
∫
dtStr
(√
− det(P [Ett + EtI(XIJ − δIJ)EJt]
)
×
×
√
det(QIJ)× F (T, T˙ ,ΦI , . . .) ,
(5.2)
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with
F = V (T )−
∞∑
n=1
fn(T )λ
n
(
(Ett −EtIEIJEJt)T˙ T˙+
+iEtKEKJ [Φ
J , T ]T˙ −EIJ [ΦI , T ][ΦJ , T ]
)n
.
(5.3)
We introduce the constant background metric EIJ = gIJ , with vanishing BIJ and
with EtI = 0. Then QIJ = gIJ + iλ[ΦI ,ΦJ ].) We also use the notation I, J,K, . . . =
1, . . . , 9; i, j, k, . . . = 1, . . . , 2p; a, b, c, . . . = 2p + 1, . . . , 9. We also assume that this
background metric is block-diagonal with the blocks gij, gab with gia = 0. Let us
propose an ansatz
T = 0 ,Φiclas = λ
−1xi, i = 1, . . . , 2p, [xi, xj ] = iΘij (5.4)
and other fields Φa, a = 2p+ 1, . . . , 9 in the form Φa = xa1N×N , which describe the
transverse positions of the resulting D-brane. It is easy to see that this ansatz (5.4)
is a solution of the equation of motion of the whole action since the commutators
between tachyon and scalar field vanish and also from the fact that commutators of
two Φ′s are pure numbers and consequently [Φi, [Φj ,Φi]] = 0.
Next we will analyse the fluctuation around this background. We will closely
follow [40] and write
Ci = λBijΦ
j = λBijΦ
j
clas + λΦ
j
fluct = Bijx
j + Aˆi, i = 1, . . . , 2p ,
Φa = Φa, a = 2p+ 1, . . . , 9, Tfluct = T ,
(5.5)
and calculate
[Ci, Cj] = −iBij +Bik[xk, Aˆj ]− Bjl[xl, Aˆi] + [Aˆi, Aˆj ] ,
(5.6)
[Ci,Φ
a] = Bik[x
k,Φa] + [Aˆi,Φ
a] , (5.7)
where we have used
BikBjl[x
k, xl] = −Biki(B−1)klBlj = −iBij . (5.8)
Using
Φi = λ−1ΘikCk , (5.9)
we obtain
iλ[Φi,Φj ] = λ−1Θik(Fˆkl −Bkl)Θlj , (5.10)
where
Fˆkl = −iBik[xk, Aˆl] + iBjl[xl, Aˆi]− i[Aˆi, Aˆj] . (5.11)
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The best thing how we can study the fluctuation around the classical solution is to
start with the original form of the determinant
D = det
(
gtt λDtΦ
J
−λDtΦI gIJ + iλ[ΦI ,ΦJ ]
)
= det


Dtt Dtj Dtb
Dit Dij Dib
Dat Daj Dab

 , (5.12)
with the action in the form
S = −C0
gs
∫
dtStr
√
det gIJ
√− detD × F (T,Φ, . . .) , (5.13)
where the factor
√
det gIJ arises from T-duality transformation of the dilation (2.7).
We have also written Dt instead ∂t in order to obtain more symmetric expression.
(Remember, we are working in gauge A0 = 0.) Then we obtain
Dtb = λDtΦ
b , Dit = −ΘikDtAˆk , Dtj = −DtAˆkΘkj , Dat = −λDtΦa , (5.14)
Dij = g
ij + iλ[Φi,Φj ] = gij + λ−1Θik(Fˆkl −Bkl)Θlj , (5.15)
Dib = −ΘikDkΦb , Daj = −DkΦaΘkj , (5.16)
where
iDkM = [Ck,M ] = Bkl[x
l,M ] + [Aˆl,M ] . (5.17)
Finally we have
Dab = g
ab + iλ[Φa,Φb] = Qab . (5.18)
Then
D = det


Dtt −Dtb(Q−1)bcDct Dtj −Dtb(Q−1)bcDcj Dtb
Dit −Dib(Q−1)bcDct Dij −Dib(Q−1)bcDcj Dib
0 0 Qab

 (5.19)
The first block-diagonal term suggests emergence of D(2p)-brane. We will show this
more precisely
Dtt−Dtb(Q−1)bcDct = gtt+λ2DtΦa(Q−1)abDtΦb = P [gtt+gta(Xab−δab)gbt] , (5.20)
where meaning of various terms it the same as in the section (3). In the similar way
we obtain
Dtj −Dtb(Q−1)bcDcj = (−DtAˆk + λDtΦb(Q−1)bcDkΦc)Θkj =
= (−λFˆtk + P [gtk + gta(Xab − δab)gbk])λ−1Θkj ,
Dit = −λ−1Θik(−λFˆkt + P [gkt + gka(Xab − δab)gbt]) ,
(5.21)
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Dij −Dib(Q−1)bcDcj = gij − λ−1(ΘBΘ)ij + λ−1(ΘFˆΘ)ij −ΘikDkΦb(Q−1)bcDbΦcΘkj =
= −Θikλ−1(Bkl − Fˆkl + P [Gkl +Gka(Xab − δab)Gbl])Θlj ;Gij = −λ2ΘikgklΘlj .
(5.22)
We combine Dtt with Dij, Dit, Dij into one single matrix Dij, i, j = 0, 1, . . . , 2p. Then
D is equal to
D = (det λΘ)2 detD′ detQij ,D = ΘD′Θ , (5.23)
where we have used
D =
(
A BX
Y C −Y PX
)
=
(
1 0
0 −Y
)(
A B
−C P
)(
1 0
0 X
)
. (5.24)
In previous expression X = Y = λΘ. We can also write
det g detQab = det(Qab) , (5.25)
where we have used the fact that the original action (5.13) contains the factor√
det(gIJ) =
√
det(gij)
√
det(gab). We can analyse F function (5.3) in the similar
way. More precisely
−λ−1ΘikΘjl[Ck, T ][Cl, T ] = λ−1ΘikΘjlDkTDlT = −λ−1(ΘDTDTΘ)ij , (5.26)
and consequently
−gij [Φi, T ][Φj, T ] = −gijλ2[ΘikCk, T ][ΘjlCl, T ] =
= −Gkl[Ck, T ][Cl, T ] = GijDiTDjT .
(5.27)
As a result we obtain
F = V (T )−∑
n=1
fn(T )λ
n
(
GijDiTDjT − gab[Φa, T ][Φb, T ]
)n
, (5.28)
where we have included gtt into the definition of Gij.
With these results in hand we get the final result
S = −C0
gs
Str
∫
dt
√
det(gij) det(λ
−1Θ)×
×
√
− det(λ(Fˆkl −Bkl) + P [Gkl +Gka(Xab − δab)Gbl]
√
det(Qab )× F (T,DT, . . .) ,
(5.29)
where we have used
det(A+B) = det(A+B)T = det(A− B) , AT = A,BT = −B . (5.30)
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In the previous equation the trace goes over N ×N matrices. Following [40], we can
take the limit N → ∞. Then there is a standard relation between the trace over
Hilbert space and integration in noncommutative theory, see [37, 40]
∫
d2px = (2pi)n
√
detΘTr . (5.31)
We must also remember that the multiplication in the resulting action is noncom-
mutative one with the ordinary product replaced with the star product since, as we
can see from (5.4), the world-volume of a non-BPS D(2p)-brane is noncommutative.
With using
Gs = gs
√
det λB
det g
,
√
det λ−1Θ = λ−p
√
detΘ , (5.32)
we obtain from (5.29) the action for non-BPS D(2p)-brane
S = −C2p
Gs
∫
dtd2px
√
− det
(
λ(Fˆkl − Bkl) + P [Gkl +Gka(Xab − δab)Gbl]
)
×
×
√
det(Qab )
(
V (T )−∑
n=1
fn(T )λ
n
(
GabDaTDbT − gij [Φi, T ][Φj , T ]
)n)
,
(5.33)
where we have used
C0
(2piλ)p
= C2p . (5.34)
We have seen that N non-BPS D-branes in the limit N → ∞ have solution corre-
sponding to non-BPS D-branes of higher dimension. This solution is in some sense
dual to the tachyon condensation on the world-volume of space-time filling branes
with non-commutative world-volume. In fact, there is a closed relation between
non-BPS D0-branes and action for non-BPS D-brane written in operator formalism
[37, 39, 44]. In this section we have demonstrated this relation more explicitly. The
generalisation to the case of non-abelian non-BPS D(2p)-brane is straightforward
[40].
6. Conclusion
In this short note we have presented some results considering tachyon condensation
in the system of N non-BPS D0-branes. We have seen in the section (2) that there
is a solution with zero mass which we have interpreted as a tensionless D0-brane
[39, 38]. This problem is similar to the problem of tensionless circular D8-brane in
[21]. However, there is a puzzle. If this was genuine light state in Type II string
theory they should have been known already from other studies. At present we do
not know how resolve this puzzle. Resolution of this problem has been suggested in
[41] in the framework of noncommutative geometry which was based on the extra Z2
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discrete gauge symmetry of the action for non-BPS D-brane. We hope to return to
this important question in the future.
In section (4) we have proposed an ansatz which leads to the emergence of BPS
D-branes from non-BPS D0-branes. Unfortunately, we were not able to calculate
the tension of resolution object directly, since we have used the linear approximation
only. However, from the form of the energy of this configuration which scales as a
energy of BPS D-brane and also from the charge of resulting configuration we can
claim the these solutions really describe BPS D-branes in Type IIB theory since
non-BPS D0-branes are present in Type IIB theory. It would be nice to go beyond
linear approximation which seams to be impossible at present since we do not know
the exact form of the action. On the other hand, it was suggested in [44] that it is
possible that higher order terms in the action are only gauge artefacts. It would be
nice to have some exact proof this intriguing conjecture.
We have also seen that from the action for non-BPS D0-branes we can obtain
action for higher dimensional non-BPS D(2p)-branes in the very elegant way used
in the construction of higher dimensional branes in Matrix theory and in Type IIB
theory. We have seen that this analysis is valid for the whole effective action without
restriction to the linear approximation. The same analysis could be possible with the
Wess-Zumino term for a non-BPS D0-branes which could lead to the Wess-Zumino
term for noncommutative D-branes presented recently in the beautiful paper [45].
We hope to return to this question in the future.
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